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Organizational ability of t.elchers and leaders- -not class or group si e4-

is one of the most important considerations when ffidividualizing physical d uca-

tion experiences for all students, especially those with handicapping cond tions
Developing and implementing ways to accommodate indiiridual needs of each s,, uc*t
dare responsibilities of every teacher and le'ader. Methoda\--and approaches .must

petmit students and participants with diverse interests, needs, abilities, and .

, disabilities to share the Dame environments and settings. Techaiquesm4st be
, sufficiently flexible so that individuals with handicapping conditions an par-

. ticipate safely, successfully, and with personal satisfaction with ablitr-bodied

classmates. , .

. .
, . . ,

. .

Teamwork and working together are necedsary ingredients for successfully
organizing and implementing programs and activities that accommodate Partici- .

.pants with diverse needs. Such cooperative teamwork has provided this Practical

t

Poiriters16Hary and Tom Gaebler of Jefferson County Public Schools, L uisvIlle,
Ken tucky,present creati.ve and different approaches'fqx ingividualizi grinstruc-

tion in physical education. While developed and designed to.meet specific needs
of students with f:andicapping.c.Rndition6z L,th Four Squares and Learning Activity
Packets and Learning Activity Centers are appropriate for and applicabl4to abbe
.bodied individuals. Both of these approac 'hes can and have been successfully used
in settings in which individuals with handitapping conditions have been integrated
with able-bodied peers as well as in special, segregated eqvironmentet

This husband and wife team was joined by Charles Daniel, Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, Kentucky, in presenting These approaches. These tech-

niques can be used in schdol, community, and agency settings and by individuals
with various degrees of professional training. This Practical Pointer represents
a beginning which should stimulate and motivate readers to expand these sound
pproaches which focus on the learner and learning, not the teacher and teaching.

individuals whoLe.horizons are furthered because of this unselfish sharing will
be greatest benofactors of his outstanding team 4fort. To the team, individuai

ly an4 collectively, thanks, appreciation, and well done.

.4
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dr

Julian U. Stein.

' Executive Direotor ar4t Consultant

Programs' for the Handicapped
American Alliance.for Health, Physical

Education, Recreation and Dance
Reston, Virginia 4.4-

;/

. The Arnsritan Al liance for Health. Physical Fducalton. Recreation and
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FOUR SQUARES

Corners and Squares
\ ` .

Corners and Squares is a system by Ithich large or small groups of indi-
viduals can be cirganized in minimum amounts of space and time. This organization-
al iftiategy can be used in any area regardless of type or site, including hall-
ways, classrooms, oirgymnasia. A tool is provided by which a teacher can

V

FLOOR PATTERN

Small Area

Classroom or hallway

Xi

X8

X2 X3

X7 X6

4

X4

X5

Y1 -Y2

YA

/ MAGE .
J.

rr

Recommended she. of
squares--5 co.6
feet are best;
smaller squares can
be used depending

! on space available

Y3 and class size.

.

effectively observe, evaluate, instruct, and interact with children. Size. and
number of squares depend on area involved and number of students. Squares can
be made from any kind of tape including colore4 floor tape and masking tape;
spray paintcanteoused outside.

a

Organization. The number one prioritS7 for planning is organization.
Corners and Squares, provides organizatilonal alternativep in several mays aild is
flexible enough to meet needs of all teachers.

. Each large sqUare can accommodate upto nine students when they
are placed on intersecting lines (Xs on diagram above), or:four
students when using only outside corners of each square (Ys on
diagram above). . . .

',..
'

s.
.

. When students aie,in place, whether on intersecting finds or
outside corners, the)" are already aligned for games, relays,
instructional drills, and problem solving challenges. By

f . I

s

. 4 fi. .
4. .

/-



Large Pattein Indoar'or Outdoor Area

Number of ,squares is unlimited and
primarily based upon size of avail-

:able space.

I

4-

instructing all students in lines to face in one direction,
walk ahefduntil getting too the first person in line, and Chen
turning around, students in all lines arc in positions for
relay activities, ball skills, oor various other activities.
Lines and boundaries already there ilre used as visual cues to
show students where to go and When to stop safely-

. .

Organization for distributing equipment is bade simple by per-
ratting individuals in one line at a time to obtain equipment,
ortallawing the first person in each line to get equipment for
everyone in Els/her line. 'The .reverse processes can'be followed

when returning equipment.

Time Saver. The teacher can assign specific areas for students to sit br
stand when starting class or allow students to choose their own spots freely.
If roll taking or learning names by area association is an objective, students
can be assigned specific spots. Free choices of area positions allow students

4
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SPOTS

L

Outd Play Area

Dots can be color coded; for example
row one can be red, row two green,
and o on.

1;
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the feeling of'1 participating in class management and the security of being close
co friends. This vaiiatiotlican be optional defending on age, functional levels,
and conduct of.students as well as class activity. As children become more
familiar with the procedure, fewer instructions and less verbal explanations, are

..

isual Cues. Squares provide visual cues and organizational patterns for
students needing such assistance for physical education activities. .'

,. Safety. Safety is 6f concern to. teachers and parents, especially in
activity oriented classes or gyms. With Corners and Squares.premarked boundaries
serve as visual cues for stopping and staying in lines. Children-are aware of
boundaries,h6ing previously seen them and usea_them in lining-up prior to class

. Activities: .

.

' Flexibility. ..In 65rners and Squares there is no limit of directions or
movements by students in ady activity, irieluding both locomotor and non-locomotor

,
C.
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skills. Change any'direction by verbal commands or visual:cues and students re-

.main in straight line formation. By placing visual dtmactibns on the walls or
floor to designate front, back, right side, and left-Side, students become aware
of the words and their meanings in associating them with proper areas of the
room or gym--for example, everyone stand on an outside corner and face frost.

Corners and Squares can be adaptaito each indivjdual teacher's needs,
whether instructing students with handicapping conditions or able-bodied children.
Spots can be used or substituted for squares for initial line up and organization
if desired.

Sample Activities
.

Lines and Leaders. This is used mainly for warm-up activities. Front

aersons in each line lead exercises of their own choices for students in their
lineA to folio): Upon verbal, musical, or visual command, the front p'erson runs,
(jumps, hop's), skips) to the end of his/her line to take this place in the line.
Since all stud nte, have moved forward.one position, new leaders and new sets of

exercises resu t. This sequence continues until all studAnts get opportunities
.4, .4.

to be leaders.

Indiviclual Corners. Each student is positioned on either an inside (i.e.,

Yl and Y4).6r outside (i.e., Y2 aryl) corner. Upon verbal,. visual:, or musical

cue, the student performs and creates his/her own exercises or movements. This

allows each child freedom of choice without interfering with other students.

Long Circles...This activity is especially useful and effective yhen deal-
ing with large numbers of students in limited amounts of space. It allows all 4
students to be involved In locomotor activities safety and at one'timeand'alSO
pirmits the teacher to position him/herself in locations to observe, assess
and assist all children. This activity promotes physiEal fitness and gives the

teacher a means of assessing fundamental rotor movements. Instructions for

implementing Long Circles can be found on the accompanying diagram(page 7).

Activities Organized by Squares

Squares provide visual cues for organizing diverse activities.' Squares

can be used as an'organizational pattern for activikies, such as-4

. Jump ropes--individuals are six feet from each other

. Long,ropes--use middle of each square % )

. Ballrhythmics--individual or partners ate across a square froeach
other

. Locomotor movements-lorganize with long .circ es

. Catching and throwing --work with partners .

. Relays--usb lines as visual cues- , .

. Sports skills '

--Volleyball--instruct andIPlay in squares
--Basketball--pass and dribble following 1 es

--Soccefollow likes
--Bowling--let squares become lanes.

Squares providc a visual framework of organizati n'for any sport. A

teacher is limited only by his/her imagination!
,
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1

Long Circles

;-

1

'Instructions: Rows 1, 3, and 5
6 face back. Follow the person
the ends,*rounding off corners.
front of you; if you must stop,

**-- Teacher position

4j

face front; rows 2, 4and
in front of you, turning at
Do not touch the person in

move to the middle?

Selected Resources

Daniel, Charles, Four-square organization. Presentation at Southern District

Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance CohvAntion,
Norfolk, Virginia.

Norfolk Public Schools, Elementary Physical Education Guide. Walter Clay,

Supervisor, Norfolk, Virginia. ,z
Whitson,Waxre Physical Education Instructor, NorfolltPnblic Schools, Norfolk,

Virginiai Student Teacher Advisor.

1
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LEARTING ACTIVITY PACKETS AND LEARNING ACTIVITY CENTERS

Learning Activity Packets
.

ontents of !earning activity packets emphasize Zndividuallzed instruction.
They igromote documented evaluati6n of student progress by... .

) ...building one main idea, concept, or skill;.

a

...using specific behavioral objectives;

...incorporating pre-and-post-tests;

providing a series activities which build on an idea, concept,
or skill so the e ch student can achielie specific behavioral
objectives;

...suggesting diversified instructional. strategies;

...detailing self - checks for evaluating each activity;

...including reinforceme9t activities; and

...encouraging teacher and student evaluations of,appropriateness of
materials and activities, and how well behavioral objectives are
achieved.

Additional factors to consider when developing learning activity packets
include--

. Keep learning activity 'packets brief, especially for students who
.

learn slowly.

. Plan time for students to share and discuss their findings and
discoveries.

. Challenge advanced students with appropriate tasks.

. Build in elements of success for every student.

. Maintain separate folders with complete learning activity packet
materials,

. Use cassette tapes and mini lessons in learning activity packets.

. Combine learning activity packets into learning centers.

Keep each learning activity packet in a box or kit.

4

Learning Centers

DoTining A Learning or Interest Center. A learn/ng cdhter is an area in
a 0.ass setting, gymnasium, swimming pool, or other environment which contains

9
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a collection of activities and materials to introduce, teach, reinf
enrich a skill or concept. In developing a learning or interest c

ce, and/or
ter--

Begin with a few centers; add additional centers as students
learn to use and feel comfortable with th4--discuss withlafid
demonstrate to students, possibilities and Limitations of each
center.

Combine centers to save Space; eliminate t1ose of little inter-
est to students--avoid ving so many materials that they become
confusing and cluttered.

For students. Use a learning center as'a self- selected activity
for independent study, follow-up for a teacher - taught lesson, an
activity in plpce1of a regular assignment, or an individual
activity.

. For teachers. Use a learning center for follow-up of a lesson,
small group inst-uction area, or individualized activity.

4 Creating a Learning Center. When creating a learning center--

Select a specific subject or skill-Areao--i.e., reading and
perceptual motor development; physical fitness; fundamental
motor skills; sport skills; rhythmic activities, basic move-
ment patterns; lotomotor activities.

. Determine the skill or concept to be introduced, taught, rein-
forced, or enriched--i.e., teach striking and/or hitting skills
with an implement to increase eyehand coordination; develop
specific static or dynamic balance skills; reinforce locomotor
skills such as jumping and hopping in a variety of situations;
enrich ball handling skills. 1

. Develop the skill or concept into a learning activity--manip-
ula hitting, ball handling); experimenting
(observing, charting, keeping a log ),J listening, yiewing, or
doing--i.e., students increase eye-hand coordination by
completing activities for visual perception and achievement
in reading; students improve balance by performing increas-
ingly-difficult tasks on balance boards and/or balance beams.

. Incorporate the skill into an extending stu-
dents extend or correct eye-hand coordination skills by keep--
ing placed in reading, finding places again in the pattern of
printed words, and maintaining motor adjusttnent long enough to
comprehend word, phrase, o sentence; students extend balance

participating.in self-testing activities, relays,
and games requiring application of increasingly difficult and
varied balance skills

. Place all
gether in
to use ih

games, worksheets, charts, and cassette'tapes to-
one area of the gymnasium or classroom for children
self-selected manners.

zv
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Teacher Learning' Center Checklist. The teacher prepat\es learning too ls

such as:worksheets, evaluation materials, and games, and coll cts available
resources so that the learning center contains necessary item for students to
discover, learn, and apply the skill or concept for'which the Center was
developed. The teacher thoroughly introduces the learning center to students
so each can clearly, understand answers to these questions--

t

. What can be done at the center?

. How is each activity, game; and learning device used?

. Where are necessary materials kept?

. Where are finished products to be stored?

The teacher motivates and encourages stud4nts to use a learning center
through the following steps--

. Add new activities'or materials to the center.
*

. .

.

. Create new, challenging, and fun activities developed by
students at the center.

. Include tqacher-directed lessons for small or large groups at
the center.

. 'Provide opportunities for students who have worked at the
center to share their experiences.

Game Center. A game center is a special type of learning center.

. 1.1.ss present materials which develop badic skills and concepts
in fashions which are different, challenging, -and enjoyable.

. Materials include teftebg.made, commercial, and/or student
made games.

.Sample Learning Center

Topic. Reading and perceptual-motor development.

ti

Although there is not a great deal of clear-cut evidence to support the idea
that perceptual-motor training increases general or overall performances in the
perceptual-motor area, some research (i.e., Johnson and Fretzl) indiCated tHat
specific perceptual -motor skills were significantly improved for certain children'
who took part in children's physical developmental programs. .0ther studies have,

'Johnson, Warren g., and Fre z, Brucc R. "Changes in Perpeptual-Rotor
skills After A Children's Physic evelopment Program." Perceptual and Motor
Skills,\April, 4967.

1

4
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shown positive correldtions betwean difficult ,ps in visual perception and la4`of
achievement in reading (i.e., Strang2).

..-

.

, , ,

Perceptual-Motor Skills. Generally, perceptual - motor skills are considered to
include combinations of manual and eye-h nd coIrdinations. Visual perception is
based on sensorimotor experiences that d pend on visual acuity, eye-hand coordi-
nation, left-right body orientatioq,and\other,visual-spatial abilijes, includ-

.
.

ing visual sequencing. Indications of a child's eye -band coordination may be
observed as he/she bounces or throws a b41, erases a chalkboard, drives a nail,
cuts paper with scissors; copies a designs ties shoe laces, picks up a small
object from the floor, or replaces a cap $n a pen., ,

Strang2 stated, '!In reading, the child shows difficulty in eye-hand
coordination by his inability to keep his p\4ace in reading, to find the place
again in th% pattern of printed words, and to maintain the motor adjustment as
long as is necessary to comprehend word, phrase, or sentence. His tendency to
skip tines may arise from inability to direct the eyes accurately to the begin-
ning of the next line."

Depending upon a variety of extenuating circumstances, perceptual-motor
skills require various degrees of voluntary actions. Basic striking and catch.:
ing skills are examples and are important in certain kinds of active game actt\
vities--i.e., receiving an object.such'as a Ball (catching), and hitting (strait= .

ing} an object, ordinarily with an implpment as in.batting a ball. Other kinds
of perceptual-motor-skills in eftis category, but not related to game activities,
include sorting objects, finger painting, and bead stringing--these, can and
should be incorporated into the academic classroom, n the gymnasium.

)1.. Certain tasks that are perceptuallotor in character are 'done with one
hand. At a high level of performance this can involve receiving a ball with one
hand in a highly organkzed sportsactivity. At p very low revel, a,baby may,
reach for Dr grasp an object with \one'hand.

I
5

Perceptual-Motor Programs. Programs perceptual -motor training, structured or
Unstructured, are usually based on the nation that some form of physical activity
can contribute to developing higher learning capacities of children. H ever,
most perceptual-motor programs have as an' objectives improving self-con ept and
ability to control the physical enviro ent, rather than direct growth n

specific academic skills such as readi .

Anothei- goal of this approach ma be to improve certaim aspects of total
fo l. living of children. This app oach is primarily in terms of physical

-activity; through which a child may... 1
-. .

/I '
..... 1

, .
-

..gain greater awareness of and Confidence in his/htr body and
,

what he/she can do 'with "it;

/ .r^
,

'....acquire and/or improve basic sk lls which not only incxease
, .

range of movement capabilities a d satiskactions,,but also
1

i

I

A

1

*trans; Ruth. Diagnostic Tevchlag of Reading (2nd Edition). New York:
McGrawkill Book Company, 1969. k

(
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e . .

...c. 1 .

. ighteb ability to function effectively in acEivities with
?reater social skills; mid. ,
.

,.. t .

...increase.basic efficiency, staminA, and power4Of the body:. .

, .
.

machineo . . .

.
,, /. ,

, ,
. .

.Rationale for co ntents and approaches fdund in following learning
.

activity
.packets is evident. These packets can be used ipdependehtly as just that, an

activit picket) or in cbnjunction Wth one another, to make up learning centers.
Activities consist primarily of ball handlin d striking objects with imple-
Menis. . 0

--f-- '° .-'

" - ---: .
- , ..

. , ,

. Ball Handling. Ball handlinglskills can often be.us'441 In helping children de-
veloiS'eye-hand coordintion, diming, and bilaterality. Ordiparp, children with

0 v' eye-hand,coordination problemshave diffialty catching a ball, not necessarily
. .

because of motor resgonsps, but perhaps because of slowness in ellemovements.
. ... , v

. .

9

Activity 1-1--Ball,HanalinV: e '

.e'
. ,. .

,Instructions ,to the Teacher 4
. . this is.,first in a progression of ball dandling skill.activittes. Pur-

,

peles of these skills are to help children evelop eye land cOprdiriation, timing,
and bilaterality.

.

.

*
.

:4 . 4 .4
, ,Materials--yarn, dam, or other suitable soft material ball; an 18
inch line marked on the floor .(colored'tape does fine); a score card for self-'

. . e .

evaluation. y '..

k

Instructions to theltiudent
,. . .. ,..

.
/ . i

Thl-ge instructions may be. placed ih e card file, on poster board,-on

,
. cassette tape and plaCed in an activity center 4or implementatidn V the student.

.- . AIN.
Kneel down on e floor facing the white (or other color) lime.

, . Place a 'yarn ball on the white line in front of you. Use

your hands to maim the ball back and forth by striking it,
,, first withone hand and then the otlierdp Be sure the ball moves

back and forth on the straight line. Practice.' When you feel
as though you havd rraitered this skill, test yourself.

t, 4

To Test Yourself

, . ,

. ;:..., . Strike the" ball ten (10) timesA-the ball must move along
tHp.lifte. lk ,

.

s''
.

. Score yourself by putting number of successes ove r total
.

' number of trials (10) on the score cardprovided.
4. 0

0

. If you scoredeight out of teroor more ybuare ready to
move toothe next activity in this center--C ongratuletions!!

, 44111 A

13--
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Variations /

Vision impaired--use large ball. or

Wheel chair participant use a lap

. To avoid slapping =suggest to the
treated as such--as you might pa

. Use music!!!

Activity I-2-,Air Dribble

ba

14. '

with a bell' in

ard, table, or other suitable device
.

hild that the ball is a friend and should be
your dog!

.

Instructions to the teacher

4
This is the second in a pr gression of ball handling skill activities. (:

P rposes of these *ills are to help children develop eye-hand coordination,
tiding, pnd bilaterity.

Materials,- rn, foam,

area of space for the a ivity-
or a square with three fo t 5
instructions. .

r other suitable soft material ball; defined
.e., a circle at least three feet in diameEei

s; cassette player and. tape with music and/or

Instructions to the,Stude t

You 'tire going. Lo keep a b Z above youir head by striking it

. with your hands, first with e hand and then with the other. .

Be sure the ball remeeins in the ir above'your heads- To
start, thrao the baZt straight up, then begin tapping.
Practice. When you feet as though you have mastered the

skill,/ test yourself.

To Test Yourself

.' Begin music on the cassette.

. When you hear the buzzer, a timing of 15 seconds will begin.
The second time you hear the buzzer, the 15 seconds will be

up. During time between buzzers, the 15 seconds, yqu must
be, tapping the balliabbve your head as you were directed.

Score .yourself by checking one of the boxes on the score
card--104% mastery, Doubled my time, or Whoops, try again.

. To increase skill, do no; stop dribbling at the second
buzzer, try for the third buzzer. If you can continue
to the third buzzer you will have doubled your time.

. Great Work!!

0,
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,Activity I-3--Thrw-Bounce-Catch
,. ... .

...

InstrUCtions to the Teacher

,

This is the thit4 in a progression of ball handling skill activities.
Purposes of the/ill skills are to help..,children develop eye-hand coordination,

timing, and bilatexality-This -activity can also reinforce basic math skills.
4 I

p

Materials- -8 1)2 1,100/2 inch playground bail; defined area to per-
. t

form the gatTiii-ri-fousi6.
.

4

'4

Instructions to Student

. Throw the ail in the air above your head. Let itValop in
front of you aAti bounce -ewe. Catch it. Throw the ball

- again. This time let it bounce two timO. Catch it.
Continue.tgrog.and calchimg-antil you 'reach five bounces.
Try this. khat.do you think you have to do differently on
jive bounces thap o4 ,one bounce? Pause in taped instruc-
tions. Thatief.xthtl. Throw the b: higher. Practice.
When you fteVae,though you hats- tered this skill, test
yourself'.

4

,

To Test, Yourself-

Complete tbe. entire activity as you have.bten directed.,
progressing ft-0m one to five bounces, throWin4, and- -

catching.

Score yourself by che king the box with the highest
numtler you reached--if 'you bounce the ball three
times, cheek box' three,.

I
.

,

,

Activity I-4--Eloor DrfbhAe'
ift

.
.

r
, .

. Ins ructions to the Teacher

This' is the; fourth in. a prokression of ball hand ling skill activities.
Purposes of thebe skills afe to help children develop eye-hand coordination,
timing, and bilatempity. This act.vity can also reinforce basic math skills.

Materials--8-1/2 to 10 inch planaund_hill; music.
t

Instructions to' ,the Studenr-

StarEclAtin a placeiof your choice. Push the ball to the floor
with enough push so the ball comes back to the same hand you
pushedit with and off tel, the side of the body of the pushing
hozid. Continue pushing and bouncing with the same hand for a
count' of ten. ,Now, change hands and try, again. Practice.
When you feel d.a though.k0 have mastered the skill, test
yourself.

f;

elt
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To Test Yourself t
.

1
. Do the activity as you were directed.

Complete ten. bounces with at 1 and. '

. '_ _ _
. ,Score yourself by placingAthe number of bounces in the'

. box over the pidture matching your hand bn the score
sheet.

Increase your skill by trying for ten bounces with both
hands-;-be sure to check both boxes and the number scored

''' for each hand.

ActivityII-I-Striking an Object With in Implement

Instructions to the Teacher

This is the first in a progression of skills necessary for striking an
objeCt with an' implement. P rpose of these skills is to help increase eye-hand
coordination. Eye-hand coord ation may be extended to skills necessary for
reading, such as, keeping plat in reading, finding place again in a pattern of
printed worlds/and maintaining motor adjustment long enough to comprehend *cords,
phrases, and/or sentences.

.2. ,

r
Materials--plastic,hoekey stick; foam or other medium sized s t

material ball; target and defined area - could be an empty cardboard box turned \

on it's side or a taped goel on the wall; distance should be progressive uch

as 4, 6, 4, 10, 12 feet.

' Instructions to the Student+,

-

Markings On the floor. Measurq distance from you tdethe tar-
.

get. Begin by Placing your ball on the line-marked four feet.
Grasp the hockeb qtick in a ready to play position. Aim your
shoutder toward the target and your face topard the ball You
shomtdAnow be in a position to hit the ball toward the target.
The curved part of the hockey stick should be on the floor
behind the tall. Now, hip the ball toward the target. Practice. 4..

When you feel as thougllyou have mastered the skill,. testybur-
qelf.

(

To Test Yourself

. Hit from the four foot line; to be successtul :in scoring, the
ball must be somewhere within target boundaries five
-times out 9f five tries.

4

. Once you ac eve this from the foui foo t line proceed back
to the s fo8t line until you master five out of five .

trials. Keep-increasing distance as marked and place number
of target hits in the box on yogi score card'that matches
each distance--for example. 4, 6, 8 feet.
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Activity II- 2-- Batting From a Tee

Instructions to the Teacher . .

. ,.. .

These are. second, third and fo\urth skill activitie4 necessary for
' striking an objett with an implement. Purpose of the'se stills 4s to help in-

crease eye-hand cootdinatiOn Eye-ifahl-coo-rdination -goy be extended to skills
necessary for reading, such as, keeping place in readings finding place again in
a pattern of printed words, and maintaining motor adjustment long enough to .

. ,

comprehend- words, phrases, and/or sentences. .

. Materials--large foam pr other soft matetial; bat; medium fdamballk
tee (could be atall cone); defined area such as a cageor corner to trap the
hit ball; area marked with a straight center line with three foot variance to
either side; starting distance of ten feet. .

Instructions to Student'

Place the ball on, the tee. Stand up to the ball in a batang______
position. a 1277the bail. Try kto make the ball fl
along. the st ht line toward the corner of the room. Try
to keep your ll within tha area marked on both aides of t

the straight line. Practice. When you feel you have mastered
the skill, test yourself.

To Test Yourself

. You should be able to complete he activi y successfully
five out of five times.

.. Place thp-number of successful hits .over the number of
trie$ in the box on your score card.

. To increase skill, hove the tee,farther away from the
target; be sure yoU still have a strdigh-t line to the
target. *

Activity II-3--Batting From a Tee (continued)

I

Instructions to the Student

This .activity iv ,the same as Activity 17-2 (BattingaThirom a Te0.160
The difference to isthat th time you ate the bat bail

I8 q*

4
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labeled T1-3. If you,neel complete instructions please use
taped instructions for Batting from a Tee.

Activity II -4 -= Batting From'a Tee (continued)

Instrtictioneto the Student

Use the bat and ball TabeledII-4. What have you noticed is
'the difference eachytime you used a different bat and ball?
--pause on taped instructions. That's right! Each time
the bat became thinner and-the ball became smaler!

'As

IJ

,

) k.

$
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(PRACTICf11.
MITERS A new series of ixibliLations prose Kling fundional, how-to-du- it

information about physieal eduLation recreation, spurts, and
related actmly areas involving impaired, disabled, and'-

handicapped persons. They contain:

ideas to assist in using Oariuus activities to meet unique needs of individuals with different
handicapping conditions,

adaptations, mudiliLations, and Lreative approathes. that have been sutt-esssfUlly used in ongoing
prpgrams, and

ideas to stimulate Lleatir..eneSS to find new and innovative ways of meeting needs of partiLipanls
in either special, ur regular programs and, activities,, The following issues in the Practical
Pointers" series are now available (each is 81/2 x 11, 12-16 pp.):

Volume I

Developmental Purposes of Commercial
Games 1# I )124; 26090)

Circuit and Station Activity Approaches
0#2)1245 26128)

Rhythmic Act &lilts for Children
1# 3/1165 26130)

Creative Dramatics 04, ,24; 26 l ,14:1

Adapted Equipment for Physical Activities
(.50 i245-26134)

individualized Education Programs 461
124 S.26116/

Individual Education Programs. Methods
of Individualizing Physical EA/cation
#7) 124546156,

Mainstreaming the Physically
Handicapped Student for Team Sp2rts
( #8)1145.26158)

Individual Education Programs.
Assessment and Evaluation in Physical
Education 49) /245.16160)

.

Volume II

The Assessment Process in Recreation
with Severely and Profoundly Retarded
Populat ions ,# I .247. 263641

Inexpensive Arts and Crafts for Everyone
14,211245-26366i

Recreation Programming Hierarchy with
Severely and Profoundly Retarded
Populations i#I1.1245 26414)

Volume Ill

Tips on Mainstreaming. Dos and Dont s
in Achim ProgramsPti0) l2e5-26240)

Rope Activities for Fun, Fitness, & Fonics
( #11)(145. 16142)

Making and Using Koppel;
4 #12)1245.26244)

Teacher-Made Adapted Devices for
ArChery, Badminton, and Table Tennis
41311245.26330)

Homernadeleaching DeviSs
1014)1145-16336/

4/4

Organizing Flaydays and Large Group
Activities 1041 a4 5164261

Innovative Perceptual Motor Activities
114 5-21:28

Weight Training Tor Wheelchair Sports
406)C245-264 54)

Pn nc i pies and Practices for Championship
Performances in Wheelchair Track

. Events (07 )(i4 5-255041

:c

Desk and Chair Activities for Fun and
Fitness 48 1(24 -26506)

Dance for Students with Orthopedic
Cond d ions Popula riSqua re/ Folk,
Modem/Ballet 491(24 5 26 508)

Sport Adaptations for Unilateral and
Bilateral Upper-Limb Amputees
1010) (245.16510)

Adaptive Devices for Aquatic Activities.
41)4145.1b630)

Independent Swimming for Children with
Severe Physical Impairment
102)1245. 266321

Innovative Perceptual Motor 'Activities
Programmurg Techniques that Work
10311245. 2668#)

Trampoline Activities for Muljiple
Handicapped I IA hub
104)42457668 1

Leisure Counsel) and Drug Addiction
40 5)4145.16 )

Volu

Fifty Positive Vigor Exercises
46)4145-16690)

Pnncipletand Practices for Championship
Performance in Wheelchair Field
Events ( 117) L245 166921

innovative Developmental Physical
.Activities for Early Childhood and

Special Education Students
110E01245-166941

Movement Discovery. Linking the
Impossible to the Possible
49/(145-16q6)

Motor Development Relays
4010)1245.26736)

Implications of Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act as Related to
Physical Education Instruction,
Personnrn Preparaligo. Intramurals,
and Interscholastic ;Intercollegiate
Sport Pn/grams401111.245-26738)

Individualized Leisure Programs for
Disabled Persons101211245-26740)

IV

Outdoor and ture Progra6.
Comp(' Inllividuallaucation
Programs nd Treatment Plan k
Object 4011114 5 26848,

Therapeutic reation Service in
Psychlit : Elements of

atiort land Assessment
402)114526850 ,

Adapting Aquatic Circuit Training for
Special Populations t# ii i245- 26832)

Organizing and implementing Ste
Education Programs for Students with
Handicapping Conditions
( #4)(245-26854).

.Making Outdoor Play Areas Usable for All
Children (05) U45.268561'.

.2u.

"We Killed Them" i#5,1 124, 26858)
Exerciselor Retirees 4 07i 124,.1b860)
Movement Exploration as a Technique for

-Teaching Pre-Swimming 10
Students with Developmental Dt4ays
(#8) 414 5- 1643f)11
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